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Satellite. Radar lntmfmomdry for Monitoring lcc-sheet Motion:
Application to an Antarctic INI Stream
Richard M. Golcts[cin, 1 lc.r[nal}ll lingclhardt, Barclay Kamb
and Richard M. l~rolic.hl

Alxfract
As a ncw nwal]s of ~mmitorinp, the flow velocities ancl grounding-line positimls of ice
streams, which are indicators of response of the Antarctic, ancl Greenland ice. SIKXXS to climatic
change or intcm]al instability, tl~c method of satellite radar intcxfcmmetry (SR1) is hm pmposcd
and applicxt to the Rutford Icc Stream, AntaI-ctie.a. ‘1’hc method uses phase comparison of the
radar signal obtained for a pair of SAJl imap,cs taken a few days apart to plot an interfcrogram
which directly displays relative grou]d ~notions that have occurred in the time interval between
images. ‘1’he dctcc.tion limit is about 1.5 mm for vcr[ical motions and about 4 mm fcw horizontal
]notions in the radar beam clircctio]l, III the Rutford ICC Stream, SRI velocities agree fairly well
with eadicr ground-truth data over a longitudinal interval of 29 km; the comparison suggests a
smular ckcrcase in vclocii y of about 2.% from 1978-80 to 1992. Llngrounded ice is revealed by
large ( -2 m) vcr[ical motions duc to tidal up]ifi, and the grounding line can be mapped at a
resolution of ca. 0.5 km from the SRI interfcrogram.

‘l’he mapped configuration implies

p,roul)ding, line re.treat of 1 to several km since 1980.
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IIltroduc(ion

“

The continuing cumnt attention to the possible response of the polar icc sheets to global
climatic change anct/or intcrila] instabilities (1 ,.?,3) e.n~ph~si~es the nccci for c.onti~mcct and if
possible ilnpmvcd ice-sheet monitoring capabilities that can detect significant chal)p,es if and as
they dcvc]op, Satellite monitoring of ice volume by precision altilnetty of the iec.-shect surface
is a promising tcchniquc that has just begun to yield results (4). Also needed is monitcwinp, of’
ice flow velocities and the position of ice grounding lines, which relate closely to the possibility
of ice-sheet disintegration: a marine-basccl ice sheet, like the West Antarctic ice sheet, whose.
base in its cc]l[ral part lies well below sea ICVC1, is subject to a type of ills[ability in which
grounding-line retreat leads to ra])id outflow and icc-sbcct collapse (5). I~or monitoring flow,
the usefulness of satellite optical imaging has rcc.cnt]y been shown by IIindschad]cr and Scambm
(2). Wc here present a new satellite radar tcchnic]ue for determining ice flow velocity and also
g,roullding line position, and wc show its application to a large, rapidly flowing Antarctic ice
stream.
q’hc Antarctic ice streams (6) arc fast-moving currents 30-80 km wide, and up to 500 km
long, within the generally slow-moving ice sheet, They reach flow speeds of -800 m a-1,
w]~ic.]~ arc -100 times faster than the adjacent ice sheet (2,6). IIccause of the large ice flux that
they cart-y, the icc streams make the major contribution ( - 90%) to outflow from t}~c ice sheet;
if they were to speed up and/or w iclcl~ sufficient 1 y, they could become the inmcdiat c cau sc of
ice- sheet collapse (3, 7). Mcmitoring the extent and motions of the ice streams is therefore of
much importance in assessing ice sheet behavior. It can also contribute to the ongoing search
for the physical mechanism of ice stream motion (6,8), cm the basis of which attempts to predict
ice streani behavior arc being made (3).

‘J’]m possibility of ic.e-st~-cam monitoring by the ncw tcc.hnique is illustrated with tllc
Rutford ICC Stream, which is one. of the lnain outlets of the West Antarctic ice s}mt, draining
a lalgc area around the l+llsworth Mountains and mptying, into the head of the RontIc ICC Shelf
(9). ]Iccausc smnc ground and satellite data arc atrcady available for it (9,10,11,12), the
Rutford Ice Streanl is an actvantagc.ous target for applying the new Inonitoring technique.

Satellite l{adw lntcrfcromdry (SRI)
Satellite-bomc imaging synthetic-apcr[ure raclar (SAR), such as that currently provided
by satellite 1X$1 of the l{uropc.an Space Agency, presents the opportunity for measuring surface
displacement fields intcrfcromct r-icall y by making usc of the coherence of the rada[ beam in the
following way (1.?). If two radar observations of the same scene are made from locations
sufficicn~l y C1OSC together, intcrfercncc bet wccn the two resulting SAR images can be obtained
by comparing the phase of the synthesized signals making up the two images. As originally
ca]cutatcd from the radar return these images, called “single-look complex images” (“S1 C
images”) by the }hropean Spare Agency, contail) both amplitude and phase inforlnation. IIcre
we cat] them complex images, in such an image the amplitude and phase at each pixel arc given
in the form of a complex number, from which the phase shift from image 1 to image 2 at each
pixel can be extracted. The result is displayed in an “intcrfcrogram” of the image pail (1 ;i~:. 1),
which is Rn areat plot of the phase shift, spectrally color coded, as a func[ion of’ position
throup,hout the image,
At any point in the intcrfcrogram the phase shift is a measure of the line-of-sight
component of clisplacmcnt of the ccm’cspond it Ig ground surface point in rc]at ion to the
spacecraft from the time of one imap,c to the othc.r, 1 lalf a wavelength of displacement (2.8 cm

,
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in t]m example km) produces a phase shift of 360°.

The actual zero of the phase shif( is

alhitrary, hence only displaccnv.mts of one point relative to another in the field of view arc
dc[crminect. If in traversing t}m fringe pattern in }ii&, 1 wc pass from purple, through b]uc and
yellow to red a]ld then to purp]c, we. have passed throup,b a change in phase shift by 360° in the
direction that corresponds to the scattering points having moved 2.8 cm relatively closer to the
spacecraft from the time of the first image. to the second,
S1{1’s resolution of clisplac.emcnts dcpmds on IIN nlftgllhUdC of the phase ]Ioisc, which
ii] I Jig. 1 can be evaluated in areas of broad, widely spacc(i frinp,es, whm the r,m, s, scat[cr in
pllasc shif[ is found to bc 17°. ‘J’his corresponds to a line-of-sight displacmcnt resolution of
1,3 mm,

in conq)arison, the pixel size, whit}] is what limits the rcsoluticm in non-

intcrfcromctric imaging methods for nicasuring ~round displacement (2,14), is ca. 65 m.
in order to obtain an SRI interfcrop,raln like ]Jig, 1 it is necessary to bring the two
complex images into sufficiently good pixel-to-pixel registry by shifling one image relative to
the other, ‘1’his is done by means of a corrclatiol) algorithln (15), once the registry position is
established, a step of data avmaging and condensation is introduced (16). IIcforc calculating the
intcrferogt-am a c.orrcction ~~1 - #]z is maclc to the phase shift at cac.h pixel to remove a phase shift
that arises not from ground motion but because the spacccraf[ was not at exactly the same
position when the radar data for the two complex images were obtained. The geometry is shown
in IJig. 2.. “J’hc phase shift @z – ~jl (in radians) bctwccn scat[ercd waves returning, to the two
spacmraft positions 1 and 2. from a given far-distant scattering point at an an@c O to the vertical
is
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42- d’, =

4: (V cosO -11 sinO)

(1)

where V ancl II are the vcr(ical and horizontal components of spacecraft position 2 relative to
position 1 as defined in l~ig. 2 (17). ‘1’hc raclar wavelcn~th is A (= 5.656 cm ill the case of ]Fig.
1). ‘1’hc inclination angle O rum from 19,9° to 26.6° in going from bottom to top in ljig, 1.
in princip]c, phase ciiffe.renccs of the salne type will arise from variatiom in elevation of
the groun(i sulfacc in the imaged area, but wc can show that they are. negligible for
intcrfcrogt-ams of ]ow-relief terrain (SUC}] as icc sheets and icc streams) obtaincct with a small
se.paratiml bctwccn spacccrafi positimls 1 and 2 (small 11 and V), l~ig. 3 shows the geometry,
‘J’he change in phase shifl A(~Jt - r$l) for waves scattered from, say, a mountain top at elevation
z, in relation to 42- ~)1 for scattering from the datum level z L-O at the same map-position, is
obtainable from eqn. (1) by allowing 0 to change by the amount Ad =- (z/p) sinO, where p is the
slant range as shown in l~ig. 3; AU can bc trcate.d as infinitesimal, bccausc, for the conditions
of }~ig,. 1, z <100 m while p G 850 km (18), We calculate from ccln. (1) a chanp,c in phase shift
of S0.5° for an elevation z <100 n], This amounts to a change of less than 0.2% of onc fringe,
nmcll smaller than the ranp)c of observed phase shifts ( -100 fringes) in 1 ~ig. 1.

Application of SR1 to the Rutford ICC Stream
l~ig. 4 is a nearly convcntiona] SAR image (19), 100 km by 49 km, showing a part of
the 3S-kn]-wide Rutford Icc Stream ccnterccl at lat. 78043’S, long. 83 °0’W.

North is

approxilnatc]y up, the azimuth of the radar line of sight (bottom to top in the figure) being
350.8°. ITI l~ig. 4 tbc icc stream cxtmds from top to lower right (roughly nor[h to south)
tlmugh tlm central part of the image, and the bright bands to the left and right arc its marginal
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shear mncs, where radar reflections from numerous ice-air interfaces in these crcvasscd zones
p,ivc a brig,ht radar return. A similar hip,h radar reflectivity f~-om crevassed marginal shear zones
is obscrwxt for ice streams of the Siple. Coast region (20). At the lower left in Iiig. 4, t}lc
Minnesota Glacier enters the ice stream from the west, and at the upper left the irrcgu]ar bright
area west of the ice stream is the l;lowms IIills, on the east side of the ]{llsworlh Mountains.
‘1’yJ>ical “flow bands” - highly elongate surface ridges and troughs paraJtel to ic.c flow -- are
visible on the Minnesota Glacier and in par[s of the marginal shear z,ones, ‘1’hese features are
also seen in satclli[c optical images of the ice stream (9,10,21).
‘1’hc SAR ilnage in l~ig. 4 has been amplitude cxtractcd from one of four conqIJcx images
of this par[ of the Rutford Icc Streanl taken by IRS-1 from nearly coincident orbits at intervals
of several days,

Pairs of these images were phase compared in search of the S}<1 type of

intc.rfcrenc.c as described in the last section, and onc suitable pair was found, giving the
intc~-ferograln in l~ig. 1, obtained by the proccdurc dcsc.ribe.d in the Jast section, lJpon the colcmmoduJatcd illtcrfcrogram in l~ig. 1 is suJ~crin~poscd in shades-of-gray the SAR image in liig. 4,
so thai the two can be dircctJy compared.
]~ig. 5 is a b]ack-and-white version of the intcrfcrogram (];ig. ]) showin~ the fringe
pat tcrl~ and omitting the SAR image (except as noted in the 13gurc caption). in }~ig. 5 the x and
y coordinates are at the same scale (as shown by the n~arginaJ ticks), which cJiminatcs the image
distmlion in l~igs, 1 and 4,
‘1’hc flow direction of the ice stream, which is approximately parallel to its margins, is
roughly south and roughly aligned with the toJJ-to-bottom direction in I Jigs. 1, 4 and S, that is,
roughJy along. the horizontal projection c)f the rcvcrsc line-of-sight direction toward the
sJ~acecraft, ‘J’he angle between the actual ice-stream flow direction and the hori~,ontaJJy projected
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rcvcrsc line of sight is generally C1OSC (o 240.
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‘1’k frinsc pattern in l:ig. 1 thus gives an

inuncdiatc tough picture of t}m varialion of flow velocity laterally and longitudinally over the
ice stream surface, cxccpt for complications due. to ungroundins as cliscussccl Iatcr.

As WC

tlavcrsc the image and pass from purple, through blue and yellow to reel and then to purple in
the fringe. pat[crn, the lillc-of-sight component of velocity toward the spacecraft incmascs by
().47 cIn/d (2,8 cm in 6.0 days), ‘1’hc c.orrcsponding inc.rcasc in flow velocity, assumed to be
horimntal and at an azimuthal angle ~=240 relative to the horizontally projected reverse line
of sight, is 0.47 (sinO COSJ1) ] cnl/d or about 1.2 c.m/d (for 0 =25 O). ~J’hc velocities am of

course time averages over the 6-day pcriocl bctwccn images. )
‘J’hc main overall features of the intcrfe.rogram in Pig, 1 are the generally broad
tmnsvcrse fringes in the central part of the ice stream, giving way to narrow, closely spaced,
longitudinal fringes in the marginal shear zones. “J’his corresponds to low flow-velocity gradients
in the central z,one, going over to hi@l shear rates in the marginal zones. I’he flow velocity
decrcascs outward toward the margins as shown by the. succession of fringe c.o]ors, and the
marginal shear terminates very abrupt]y at the outer edge of the marginal zones, cxccpt where
the Minnesota Glacier enters the icc stream, This flow-velocity pa{tern is typical of ice streams
(2,6,10), Very striking and atypical, however, is the large increase in apparent flow velocity
in the longitudinal interval from (x,y) = (25 ,2.5) to (x ,y) =- (38,25). (coordinates arc given in km
in the coordinate system of Figs, 1, 4, and 5.) As explaincci below, this large effect is due to
ungrounding of the ice stream near (x ,y) = (25 ,25). Outside the ice stream the fringes are very
broad and widely spaced, which is CC)nlpatib]C wit}~ small ice motions there. An exception is a
pat[cl Ii of fringes due to the flow of the Minnesota Glacier.
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Although the fring,es themselves give only relative vcloc.ity across the icc surface,
“absolute” velocities can bc obtained by counting fringes from an image point outside the icc
s[rcam where the surface velocity can reasonably bc assumed to bc essentially O. Wc make this
assumption for a point at (x,y) = (34 ,5), just southwest of the southern prong of the ]:lowcrs IIills
(22), l’ringcs can bc counted from that point along a path running gcncral]y southward cmtsidc
the icc stream, into the Minnesota Glacier in the lower Icf[ comer of l;i~. 1, and from there
cas[ward into the marginal shear 7,01v3, In Iiig,.. 1 the fringes secm to disappear in the. marginal
shear zones, suggest ing that the radar returns from these mnes were incoherent. 11 owcver, an
elllargelnent of part of the intcrfcrogram, given in Iiig. 6, shows that in the marginal area near
the Minnesota Glacier, where the marginal fringes are somewhat wider than elsewhere,
cohcrenc.c is not lost and extremely fine fringes can bc detected and counted clear through the
zone. l;rom the assumed zero point up to the fringe peak at (X-, Z) = (38,2.5) a total of 147 fringes
is counlcd, 1 ~ron~ the peak the fringes can bc counted downward by two different paths, roughly
along y= 20 km and y= 30 km in l~ig, 1, to points in the grounded zone: at (x,y) =- (20,25) the
downward count is 60 fringes by both paths, giving a net upward fringe count of 147- 60=87
-

relative to the zero. The corresponding flow velocity at (x,y)=(12,25) is 87x 1.2. cm d 1 =- 381
-

m a 1. (In princip]c there is a correction duc to the fact that O varies along the traverse where
the fringes were counted, but the correction proves to bc small.)
An alternative method for identifying the zero-velocity fringe makes usc of the curving
flow of the Minnesota Glacier that is indicated by the curving flow bands in l~ig. 4: where the
curving bands have a “horiT,ontal” tangent in 1 ~ig,. 4, the flow is pcrpcndic.u]ar to the radar beam
and the line-of- sight velocity component is O. I’his criterion, applied to the flow bands and
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fringes near (x,y)== (69,21), selects a mm fringe that differs by about 3/4 of a fringe fmn t})e
OIIC chosen at (x,y) =- (34, S).
IIy fringe counting as described above (with correction for variation of 0), the apparent
flow velocity was dctcminccl along, a near-cxmtcrlinc longitudinal profile starting at (xjy) =- (O, 14)
ancl shown by the longitudinal line in I~ig, S. The results are given in IJig. 7 (solid and dot-dash
curve), where they are compared with ground +ascd velocity measurements along the same
profile (dashed and dotted curves) (10). in l;ig. 7 the velocity data arc plotted agailmt the
longitudinal ccntcrlinc coordinate (cc, in km) used by (10); CC is 100 at the upstream end of the
lo~lgitudinal profile in Iiig, 7. }Jron~ cc 100 to about 124 the agreement between the SRI velocity
mcasurcmcnts and the ground truth is rather good, although the SRI velocities arc generally low
-

by about 10 m a 1 (2.%) in relation to the ground-based vclocitics, which were measured in
19’78-80 and 1984-86. This discrepancy could arise if the ice motion at the assumcct fringe mro
point was not zero, or it might be due to a secular decrease in flow velocities from the epoch
of the grounc] surveys to 1992.

l’hc small inmasc in velocity from 1978-80 to 1984-86

indicated by the ground data is statistically of only marginal significance according to (10).
A velocity profile across the grounded ice stream at x ==0, based on the fringe pattern in
};ip,. 1, is given in l~ig. 8 and compared with ground-based velocities along nearby transverse
line 11 of (10), at cc 100.

The wide central band of nearly constant velocity is sharply

distinguishe(i from the narrow marginal zones of high shear, about 4 km wide, A similar pattern
is shown by ICC Stream 1! except that its central band contains pronounced wAoeit y variations,
which appear to bc related to basal topography (2). 1+’ig. 8 suggests, like Pig. 7, that there has
-

been a secular decrease in flow velocity by about 10 m y 1 from 1978-80 to 1992,
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‘J’idal Motion and Grounding l,im
1 hwnstream from cc 128 in liig. 7 the apparent horizontal velocity determined from SRI
as dcscribcd above shows a large upswing to a much higher level that continues to the end of
the ccntcrlinc longitudinal profile at cc 145.

l~ig, 1 shows that the high apparent velocities

extend continuously with modest dccrcasc along a broad central band from the peak at
(x,y) == (38,25) for some 50 km southward and somewhat eastward to the edge of the image and
doubt]css bcycmd . ‘1’hcse high apparent velocities arc due to vcrlical motions w}lere the icc
stream is afloat and moves verlic.ally with the ocean tide, ‘1’he tidal motions contribute strongly
to the line-of-sight displacements dctectecl by SRI, because the line of sight is inclined only
O =230 from vertical. Ilence when tidal motions are involved the SRI results cannot be
interpreted in terms of a horizontal ice flow velocity alone. For this reason the part of the SR1
curve beyond cc 128 in l~ig. 7 is shown with a dash-dot line to distinguish it fron~ the curve
upstream from cc 128 where the ice is grounded and the horizontal velocity interpretation is
mos(ly valid. (The vertical component of flow velocity for the grounded ice stream has a
gcncral]y negligible effect except as noted in the next section.)
‘J’he heavy dashed curve in l~ig. 9 is the grounding line as mapped on the ground (12),
and the heavy solid curve, drawn from }iig. 5, is the sharp edge of the ca. -7-kn~-wide “tongue”
of broad, widely spaced fringes that runs southward from about x=6 to a tip at about
(x,?’)= (22,24), C)utside of this “tongue” the fringe count rises rapidly, corresponding to the
upswinp, of the dash-dot curve beyond cc 12,8 in I Jig. 7. The fairly good agreement between the
dashed and solid curves in l~ig, 9 supports interpretation of the eclgc of the “tongue” as the
grounding Iinc.

in cwdcr to evaluate t i{ial motion as the cause of’ the fringe patiern outside of tbc “tollguc” .
WC interpret the SRI velocity curve in l;ig. 7 as follows. We subtract from the solid and dashdot curve in IJig. 7 a hori~mta] velocity compmm]t given by the ground-based mcasuremms
(dashed curve) recluccd every wl]crc by 8 m a- 1 so as to match generally the SRI results for the
grounded ice stream (solid curve). ‘J’hc remainder (after the subtraction) is reconvcr[cc] to fringe
counts and then reprojcctccl to the equivalent vertical displacement that would produce these
fringe counts. The result is plotted as the solid curve in Pig. 10. It shows that a tidal uplift of
about 2 m bctwccn the first and second raclar observations would account for the magnitude of
the rise in fringe count beyond the groundins line. Since the observed tidal amplitudes are of
order 2. or 3 m, a tidal uplift of this magnitude between the two observations is quite possible
if the phasing of the tides was right. ‘1’his can be checked bcc.ausc the l~ouricr components for
the observed tide near the ungrounded Rutford Icc Stream have been evaluated (12,24). On this
basis, C. S .M, l>oakc (personal col~ll~~u~licati(Jr~) has kindly calculated by IFouricr synthesis the
tidal level at the two observation times and finds that between the first and second observations
there was a tidal rise of 2,1 j. 0.2 m, whic}l corresponds well with the peak of the solid curve
in l~ig. 10.
‘1’hc distance scale of about 10 km over which the tidal uplift increases from O at the
grounding line to 2 m at the uplift peak in l;ig. 10 is reasonable, as is seen by calculating from
the theory of ice shelf tidal flexurc the expected s}~ape of the uplift curve. According to the
standard bending-elastic-beam model of tidal flexurc (2@ the tidal uplift curve Az(x) for the
ungrounded part of’ the ice stream has the form
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(2)
Ilcrc Az(x) is the c}mngc in elevation of the icc surface at x when the far-field tidal rise from
observation 1 to observation 2 is AZW; x is distance downstream from the grounding line, and
~ is a parameter that depends on the ice thickness and elastic modulus. l’hc dotted curve in }~ig.
“, close
10 is calculated from eqn. (5) with AZm =2.07 m and with (3=
0.26to tnc
kmprclerrccl
1 ‘ ‘ ‘“ o “

model value of $mith (24) for the Rutford ICC $trcam (~=-0,25 h- 1), ‘1’hc origin for x, where
AZ=- O, is taken at cc 128 (25). ‘1’hc good agreement of the observed and calculated curves in
IJig, 10 supports the tidal uplift interpretation (26),
‘J’hc progressive decrease in fringe count along the central band of broad fringes that
extcncls downstream from the fringe peak at (x,y) == (38,25) is probably due mainly to
downstream decrease in the flow vclocit y of the ice stream, continuing downstream the trend
sewn over the interval cc 114-146 in the ground-based velocities (I;ig. 7, dashed curve).
]ntcrpretcd in this way, the fringe pattern indicates a flow velocity of about 2.55 m a“” 1 where
the central band exits from the image at (x,y) = 70,50.
Where the Minnesota Glacier enters the ice stream, near (xjy) = (7 S,25) (l~ig. 1), the
closely-spaced fringes in the marginal shear zone of the ice stream arc “pushed” inward into the
ice stream. Part of this feature is seen in enlarged detail in ~~ig, 6. ‘1’he “push-in” extends into
the central band of broad fringes near (x,y) == (@,36). This feature reflects some combination
of reduced flow velocity and/or reduced tidal uplift in the area where the glacier enters the ice
stream. liithcr or both effects could result from grounding or partial grounding of the ice stream
in this area, clue to ice t}lickening that results from inflow of the tributary glacier. IIoakc et al,
(9) have identified] the area of the “push-in” as one of a number of locally groundecl areas

locatecl by radio-echo sounding clownstrcam from the main grounding line, “1’he curious
“hollow” in the fringe pattern near (x,y) =- (44 ,38) a~y~cars to correspond to the upstream tip of
another such grounded area,
‘1’hc comparison in l~ig. 9 between the grounding line as indicated by l;ig. 1 (1992 data)
and the earlier (1980) ground-based determination (1.2) suggests some retreat of the grounding
line between 1980 and 1992, perhaps as much as a kilometer near the tip of the “tongue,” and
possibly several kilometers on the western side of Fig. 9, IIowcvcr, such a conclusion is at this
stage made somewhat uncertain by possible uncertainty in registration between the SAR imgc
and the gmmcl-based map (2.?), and also by the problematical aspects of the ground-based
dctcrminat ion of the grounding line, as indicated by comparing the results of (12) and (24),

Vertical flow component of groundcx] icc
l~rom cc 124 to 129 ili Fig. 7 the SRI velocity (sc)lid curve) traces out a small peak at
cc 126 followed by a small minimum at cc 128, which arc not seen in the ground-based (dashed)
curve.

We interpret them as due to small vertical motions of t}]c grounded ice, which arc

rcprcscnted by the corresponding small peak and minimum in l~ig. 10. These feat urcs
approximately bracket an ice-surface hump that is visible near lat, 7802.9.7 ‘S, long. 83°5’ W in
1 xindsat optical images (9,10,21). ICC flow over the hump (27) results in a relatively upward
vertical component of ice motion on the upstream side and a relatively downward component on
the downstream side, which produces the peak followed by a minimum at cc 126 and 128 in l~ig.
10. l;rom tl~e height and horizontal dimensicm of the hump (2.0 m and 2 km) and the horizontal
velocity (390 m a‘- 1, wc can estimate the expected difference in vertical velocity between the
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peak and the minimum; it is 0.2 me(ers in 6 days, in rough agreement with the difference of
0.15 meters (in 6 days) bctwccn the observed uplift values of the peak and minimum in Fig. 10.
J;ig. 1 shows that the peak and minimum bracket a prominent bright patch seen in I:ig,
4 near the ccntcr of the icc stream. 1,ikc the marginal shear 7,0ncs, the brightness of this patch
in the SAR image is probably due to crevassing, which appears to be caused by flow over the
hump.

comparison of SRI and imaging
The satellite sequential imaging method, which has been developed for ice-stream flow
velocity monitoring by Bindschadlcr and Scambos (2), is limited by pixel-size displacement
resolution (ca, 30 m) (28), whereas the resolution of SRI is not limited by the pixel size and is
very much finer, ca. ] cm for horizontal disp]accmcnts. A compensating limitation for SRI is
that interference cannot be obtained from a pair of complex images taken more than a few days
apart in time, bccausc ongoing changes it} the ice/snow surface at the radar wavelength scale
ultimately destroy the detailed phase coherence between t}le two images upon which the
interference depends. ]magcs taken 2 years apart were used to obtain ice flow velocities by the
sequent ial imaging method (2), whereas for SRI wc here use a pair of complex images taken 6
days apart. ]n the determination of flow velocities the factor -101 in improved displacement
resolution by SRI is thus offset by a factor -10-2 in available elapsed time for the displacement
measurement, However, the ability of SRI to get results in a much shorter time and without
interference from darkness or cloud cover (which bedevils optical imaging) is decidedly
advantageous.

Also, SRI dots not depend upon the prcscncc and resolution of pixel-scale

surface features such as crevasses or snow dunes, as the imaging method dots,
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l]oth SRI -and the sequential imaging method arc limited to detecting only relative ice
motions unless within the image there arc fixed bedrock points (22) or ice features that remain

fixed with respect to bedrock,

}Iindschad]cr and Scambos (2) found that broad, gentle

topographic undulations, made visible in optical (1 mdsat) images by faint sun shadowing or
scattering-angle effects, remained fixed in position relative to bedrock below and could be used
as a “surrogate bedrock reference” to obtain absolute flow velocities by sequential imaging.
Surprisingly they report i 1 pixel ( ~28 m) precision in locating these undulations in the images,
even though the undulation wavc]engt}ls arc much longer, >1 km (2). Some of the undulations
appear similar to the hump on Rutford Ice Stream noted in the last section, I Iowcver, for SRI
there is no counterpart to the undulation bedrock reference. “1’o obtain an approximation to
absolute flow velocities in an ice stream by SRI one is therefore dependent upon assuming a
reference point of O or small velocity outside the ice stream (29). I’his approach is also
dependent on resolution of the closely spaced fringes clear through the marginal shear zone,
which is difficult, as noted earlier. This approach can bc used to monitor the ice streams for
substantial changes of flow without danger of more than a small error from change in ice motion
at the reference point because the flow velocities outside the ice streams are comparatively so
slnal] (2,6),
‘1’hc limitation of SRI to detection of motion only in the line-of-sight direction of the
raclar beam means that only one component of the horizontal flow can be measured from an
image pair, whereas the imaging method obtains the full horiT,ontal velocity. The limitation
could be overcome by a second set of SRI data with a roughly perpendicular line of sight, but
this may or may not be obtainable, depending on the orbital inclination of the satellite and the
latitude of the target ice stream. IIowcvcr, because the ice stream motions and the motion
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sensitivity of SRI -are so large, the measurement of one component within, say, 60° of the flow
direction woulcl be sufficient for monitoring ice-stream flow changes.
S1{1 is sensitive to vertical motions, whereas the imaging method is not. ‘1’hus SR1 can
detect tidal motions and thereby locate grounding lines, as shown above, while imaging cannot,
SRI monitoring of changes in grouncling-line position from one interferogram to another is
probably not limited by the accuracy of grounding-line location in the fringe pattcril but rather
by the registry of the interferograms in relation to fixed bedrock. Analogously to w}~at can be
done with optical images as noted above (2), for interferogram registry a “surrogate bedrock
reference” may be provided by features in the SAR image such as the bright patch ment ioncd
in the last section or by the small maxima and minima in vertical motion associated with flow
over humps in the ice surface topography, an example of which was discussed in the last section,

Conclusions
Satcll ite radar interferometry (SR1) is capable of observing the hori~.ontal flow velocities
-

in grounclcd ice sheets and icc streams at a resolution level of about 1 m a ~, which is in the
-

lower part of the range of typical icc-sheet motions S 10 m a 1 ) and represents a very sensitive
-

detection level for the flow of Antarctic ice streams ( -400 m a l). Although only relative
velocity is directly measured, absolute velocity can bc obtained if the relative velocities are
rcfcrcnced to a slowly moving point outside the ice stream. This allows ongoing monitoring of
the ice streams for changes in flow at roughly the 2 % level, the main uncertainty being not in
the SRI measurement but in the possible change in motion of the slow moving reference point.
Results arc obtainable in about a week (not countilg data distribution and processing time).
Grounding line position can bc monitored to an accuracy of about 0.5 km, if successive SRI
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intcrfcrograms are coregistercd by means of features in the SAR images or in the fringe patterns
that can be recognized to stay fixed in relation to bedrock, a coregistration technique analogous
for radar to one that works for optical images (2). l’he SRI method is a significant acklition to
the satellite sequential imaging method (2) in monitoring the ice streams for current changes that
may result from climatic change or internal instability. Changes in the Rutford ICC Stream arc
already detected, albeit marginally, by comparing SRI results with earlier ground-based
observations,
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Figure Captions

I Jig. 1. Radar interferogram of an area that includes a portion of the Rutford Ice Stream,

Antarctica, produced by Satellite Radar lnterfcromctry (SRI) as described in the text, “l’he radar
line-of-sight direction (“range direction”) is up. The color fringes show the phase shift of the
radar return, which is due to movement of the icc surface relative to the spacecraft during the
6-day period between two radar observations of the same scene. Phase shift modulo 360° is
coded in 16 spectral color steps covering the range from 0° to 360°, The distance scales in the
range direct ion (up-down) and cross-range direct ion (left-right) arc different, as shown by the
ticks along the margins indicating x and y coordinates in km. Superimposed on the phase-shift
interferogram is a radar amplitude image (conventional SAR image) of the same area, in shades
of gray. l~or further information scc l~igs. 4 and 5.

l~ig, 2. Interference geometry for radar waves emanating from and returning to the radar
satellite at two nearby positions, labeled 1 and 2, Positions 1 and 2 are occupied momentarily
by the satellite at different times and lie on different local orbital paths, which are perpendicular
to the plane of the paper. ‘Ile distance between positions 1 and 2 is designated in terms of its
horizontal component }] and vertical component V. The outgoing and returning (scattered) radar
waves transmitted and received at each of the two spacecraft positions are represented by
outgoing/returning rays inclined at angle 0 to the vertical. The scattering point on the grouncl
is far away ( -850 km), so t}~e rays are drawn parallel. If the scattering point remains fixed in
position, the plane wave returning to position 1 will lead the wave returning to position 2 by

twice the distance s indicated in the drawing, hence wave 2 is phase shifted relative to wave 1
by c#>2 - ~,1 = (2.Y/)i).3600 .

ljig. 3. Geometry of the ground-elevation effect on SRI, The plane of the diagram is
the same as l:ig. 4, but the scale here is much compressed: the elevation of the spacecraft is
-800 km, whereas 1] and V in Pig. 4 are -10 m. IIcnce 1 and 2 are shown here as a single
point, labeled “spacecraft positions 1 and 2.” ‘1’he radar ray path for scattering from the top of
a peak (point T) at elevation z above t}~e datum is compared with the ray path that would be
followed if ~herc were no mountain and the scattering were from a point Bon the datum directly
below ‘l’. Since z is small compared to the slant range p ( -850 km), the angle Atl can be
treated as infinitesimal.

l;ig. 4.

Conventional SAR image (19) of t}~c same area as F’ig. 1, M-ighter areas

represent greater strength of the radar return, The Rutford Ice Stream is the wide dark band
with bright margins that enters the frame at the top, toward the left side, and extends
southeastward, exiting out the lower half of the east side of the frame,

1 Jig. 5. lkingc pattern from the interfcrogram of Fig. 1, Pixels for which the phase shift
is in the range 2250-2360 (color red in Fig. 1 ) are here marked with a black dot. The image
area is the same as in Fig. 1, except for omission here of an 11-km-wide strip at the bottom,
The x,y coordinate system, in km, shows the dimensional scale and is used in the text to locate
points in the image, The image distortion in JJig, 1 due to nonlinearity of the x scale and
inequality of the x and y scales is here removed, 1 atitude and longitude are shown by labeled

.
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crosses. The Iollgitudinal line running sonmw}~at east of south from (x,y)==(0,14)is a profile
along which flow velocity and tidal uplift data arc given in Figs. 7 and 10, Within the area of
the I;lowcrs I I ills (upper left, west of the ice stream), radar amplitude information is included
in order to improve the visibility of the hills for registry with other images such as lxmdsat,

l~ig. 6. linlargcment of a portion of l:ig, 1 in the area where the Minnesota Glacier feeds

into the Rutford Ice Stream. “fhe radar amplitude (SAR) image is here omitted, so that only the
phase shift between the two complex images is portrayed. ‘I%e enlarged area is bounded by x
and y coordinates as indicated. ]ior greater spatial resolution of the fringes, the data averaging
procedure (16) is here modified by averaging over only 4 pixels in the cross-range direction and
eliminating averaging in the range direction, giving a pixel size 16 m x 20 m.

l~ig. 7. Ice stream flow velocities along the longitudinal profile marked in Fig. 5. The
abscissa is the longitudinal centerline coordinate (cc, in km) of (10), with origin 100 km
upstream from the start of the profile shown here, cc 100 corresponds to x=O in Fig, 5, The
curve labeled SRJ is obtained from the SRI data in Fig, 1 under the assumption that the phase
shift results from horizontal motion in the direction of ice-stream flow (see text). This
assumption holds for most of t}~e solid part of the curve, but not for the dash-dot part, which is
greatly affected by vertical (tidal) motions and therefore represents unreal horizontal velocities.
The dashed and dotted curves are ground-based velocity measurements made in 1978-80 and
1984-86 respectively (10).
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Fig. 8, Transverse profile of flow velocity at x== O from SRI (solid curve) and from
ground observations (dashed curve) on transverse profile 11 of (10), which is a transverse line
passing approximately through (x)y) = (3,7). Because the transverse direction is 24° askew to
the x== O profile line, the transverse coordinate for plotting the profile-D velocities has been scale
up by (COS 240)- 1 so that the eclges of the icc stream in the two profiles match, at y== 1 and
Y=

32. III the marginal shear zones, where tile fringes arc too narrow to resolve, the SRI

velocity curve is interpolated by dash-dot lines to velocity values just at the margin, where a
near-zero velocity is assumed.

A similar interpolation would apply to the ground-based

measurements, which do not extend into the marginal shear zones,

I:ig, 9. Map of the grounding line of the Rutford Ice Stream: solid curve: grounding
line as obtained from SRI in 1992 (F’igs. 1 and 5); dashed curve: grounding line as found from
ground obscrvat ions in 1980 (12,23). The area of currently grounded ice is lightly patterned,
and the marginal shear zones arc more heavily patterned. Ice flow is from top to bottom,

Fig. 10. Tidal uplift of the Rutford Ice Stream. ‘1’he solid curve is the uplift observed
by SRI (I~ig, 1) on the basis described in the text, The tidal uplift starts at the grounding line
at cc 128 and grows rapidly downstream, “1’he dotted line is t}~e theoretical tidal uplift calculated
-

from eqn. (2) with AZ@=2.07 m, /3==0.26 km 1, and with x ==0 at cc 128. The small observed
peak at cc 126 and trough at cc 128 are uplift features related to ice flow over a topographic
hump as discussed in the text.
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